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The Artz is a local aerial arts studio that specializes in circus 
related skills. With classes in fabric, trapeze, lyra and more, our 
skilled and trained instructors hone in on technique, form and 
safety to provide an amazing learning experience and even 
better atmosphere.

OurOur Directors have grown the patience to develop an amazing 
kids program and kept the willingness to learn more personally 
to maintain an awesome adult program as well. Our goal is to 
help our clients build their skill base, build their strength, and 
grow their confidence.

StartingStarting at age 2, with out totz class and all the way up to our 
intermediate /advanced classes, we strive to provide a service 
for the entire family. Our kids company, Growin’ Up Circus, 
affords children who want to pursue performing in their future 
the opportunity to learn what it takes to put on a show and 
perform all over the city. Practicing upwards of 8 hours a week, 
this group works towards perfection, as they learn every aspect 
of their craft.of their craft.

We want our clients to understand that we provide the best 
possible training so when they fly, they can be safe and cre8tive 
with it.

Each year, we give out two rounds of free classes to deserving 
students who show a passion for learning some form of art. 
Through YÜTH United through HeARTZ, out 501(c)(3) 
non-profit, we offer an outlet for creative minds to run wild. 
Music, lighting, stage design, aerial, art, sound, and much more 
are taught to passionate children from all over the city and 
surrounding areas. 

YÜTHYÜTH also provides the community with free performances at 
various events. Our youth company practices for hours to 
create small snippets of who they are to show off to the world. 
With this, we accomplish a few things at the same time. We 
teach our students that hard work always has its rewards and 
how to gain the confidence to perform in front of hundreds of 
total strangers. It also provides and excuse for someone who 
might be having a hamight be having a hard day to put a smile on their faces. 

With our mission to give back to the community through our 
passion for sound, color, and movement, we want to put all of 
those together to progress the arts for the current and next 
generations for years and years to come.  
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